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Hibernate is a solid, productive Object Relational Mapping (ORM) tool
that lets developers think and work with objects rather than tables and
columns. It has grown over the years, been used by many developers, and
has gone through three major versions. This book’s goal is to make you
productive with Hibernate.

Hibernate Quickly is a gradual introduction to the features of Hibernate,
covering the latest version, Hibernate 3. Each chapter introduces a series
of concepts that form a foundation for the next chapter, but should illustrate
those concepts completely. We set out to write the book we would
have liked to have when we first learned Hibernate. We both think that
studying good code examples is one of the best ways to learn, so we
included as many as we could. We also wanted to make our own reference,
a book we could have on our desk and turn to when we forgot just
how that one mapping needed to be written.

Developers don’t work with Hibernate in a vacuum. In addition to standard
Java, developers often use Hibernate with a host of other third-party
(often open source) tools and libraries, including J2EE (web applications);
build tools like Ant; unit-testing frameworks like JUnit; and frameworks
like XDoclet, Struts, WebWork, Tapestry, and Spring. This book
shows how Hibernate fits into your development projects by demonstrating
how these third party tools can be integrated with Hibernate. Because
this book is about Hibernate, and we didn’t want it to be 1,000 pages long
or weigh as much as a battleship, we assume that developers are partially
familiar with the third-party libraries with which they want to integrate
Hibernate. We provide some introduction, so you should be able to follow
along if you’ve used, say, Tapestry; but you should consult Manning’s
In Action series for more details about those tools.
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Security and Privacy in Smart GridsCRC Press, 2013

	Presenting the work of prominent researchers working on smart grids and related fields around the world, Security and Privacy in Smart Grids identifies state-of-the-art approaches and novel technologies for smart grid communication and security. It investigates the fundamental aspects and applications of smart grid security...
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Universal Principles of Design, Revised and Updated: 125 Ways to Enhance Usability, Influence Perception, Increase Appeal, Make Better Design Decisions, and Teach through DesignRockport Publishers, 2010

	
		Whether a marketing campaign or a museum exhibit, a video game or a complex control system, the design we see is the culmination of many concepts and practices brought together from a variety of disciplines. Because no one can be an expert on everything, designers have always had to scramble to find the information and know-how...
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Eat to Live: The Revolutionary Formula for Fast and Sustained Weight LossLittle, Brown and Company, 2005

	Dr. Joel Fuhrman's revolutionary diet is not about willpower, it is about knowledge. Eat to Live offers a healthy, effective, and scientifically proven Six-Week Plan for shedding a radical amount of weight quickly. The key to the program's success is simple: health = nutrients: calories When the ratio of nutrients to calories in the...
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WebRAD: Building Database Applications on the Web with Visual FoxPro and Web ConnectionHentzenwerke Publishing, 2002
A tutorial for novices and a reference for experienced users, featuring step-by-step guidelines for using Web Connection in a day-to-day manner as a developer, this book offers several development alternatives based on the user's style. Demonstrated are the building of two different applications, one easy and one more complex, and nearly two...
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Digital Terrestrial Television in EuropeLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Digital technology for the production, transmission, and reception of television is expected to replace analogue transmission throughout the world. The timetable for this transition is uncertain and different projections have been made for virtually every country in the world. This book gives the exhaustive details of the issues of this changeover...
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Understanding Core Skills and Influences in Primary School Science Learning: Taking a Scientific ApproachIOS Press, 2013

	Recent years have seen substantial improvements in the teaching of reading and early arithmetic based on rigorous analysis of the component learning skills involved in these areas and of the ways they are developed. Despite the importance attached to science, there has been very little comparable work that might provide a steer to primary...
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